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Tree volumes can alternatively be obtained by ratio estimates.
When form factor is associated only to the exponent of diameter results in a more precise
stem volume.
Ratio estimates resulted in more accurate stem volume compared to other traditional model
using regression analysis.
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Tree volumes can alternatively be obtained by ratio estimates, instead of applying linear
regression modeling. An interesting question was considered by the authors when
comparing the precision of tree volumes obtained by these two statistical approaches,
that allowed us to formulate a new hypothesis to conduct this study: “Is it possible to
obtain better volume estimates if the form factor is associated only to the exponent of
the independent variable that presents higher correlation with the stem volume?”. The
research was conducted in commercial stands of black wattle (Acacia mearnsii De Wild)
in the municipalities of Cristal, Encruzilhada do Sul and Piratini to answer this question.
Forest stands were sampled in a sequence of ages after planting, varying from 1 to 14
years. In each forest stand, trees were felled, and the following characteristics were
evaluated: diameter at breast height, total height, and stem scaling. The three age groups
were specified according to the behavior of the form factor values. It was proposed
three models to be solved by ratio estimates. A comparison of the proposed models
with the Schumacher-Hall model, fitted by regression analysis, was done. The model in
which the form factor was associated to the exponent of the diameter variable produced
the best results, owing to a powerful correlation resulted of this confounding with
volume as a dependent variable. Ratio estimates resulted in more accurate tree volumes
predominantly, when compared with those obtained by the traditional Schumacher-Hall
model fitted through regression analysis. Therefore, we recommend the application of
model 2 fitted by ratio estimate.
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INTRODUCTION
The volume of standing trees is the most
important variable in a forest inventory. The volume is
obtained as a function only of tree diameter (d) or of
(d) times tree height (h). Mathematical formulation for
this purpose is based on the cylindrical geometric solid
and is the most adequate approach to its dimensional
shape. A correction factor (f) is applied to this solid, most
commonly known in the literature as form factor.
The analytical solution, including an estimation of
the form factor as a function of a form quotient (qi) and
the tree height (h), was applied to different forest
species in Europe, which opened the horizons for other
formulations and conceptions for volume equations.
While biometricians today still make use of
volumetric modeling for preparation of volume tables
with participation only of the variable d, the solution with
the additional inclusion of the variable h has been the
most widely used, because the increase in accuracy of
the estimates in this solution is statistically significant.
The volume modeling theme has been treated by
many researchers and regression analysis is applied to fit
equations, as presented in: Rufini et al. (2010), Abdullah
et al. (2011), Alegria (2011), Özçelik and Brooks (2012),
Özçelik and Bal (2013), Adekunle et al. (2013), Fortin et
al. (2013), Gonzalez-Benecke et al. (2014), Ver Planck and
MacFarlane (2014), Téo et al. (2018), Urbano et al. (2018).
Tree volumes can alternatively be obtained by ratio
estimates, instead of applying linear regression modeling.
This estimate was first applied by Gervorkiantz and Olsen
(1955) for a composite of species in the Lake States. They
observed that for those species, an average form factor
could be used to construct a volume table with a reasonable
accuracy for most of the species in that forest area, even
though they have commented that for small or large trees,
such estimates resulted in overestimation for young trees
and in underestimation for older trees.
We are aware of such a reality, as under strong
competition in native stands, young trees grow faster in
height than in diameter at breast height, thus resulting
in higher form factors. On the other hand, as stated by
Hohenadl (1923), the dominant trees present higher
relative increments at the bottom, i.e., in the neiloid
segment to ensure better balance to the stem weight; he
concluded that, in these cases, its volume is associated
to genetic and environmental effects, and to sylvicultural
treatments, therefore presenting smaller form factor
than in younger trees.
In plantation areas, most of these problems do
not occur, because the models for volume estimation
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are fitted on tree data of one species at a specific age,
consequently the use of ratio estimate becomes a
promising alternative for volume estimation. In very
young stands, the form factors are also affected when
trees are not tall enough to balance the ratio between
the real volume with the cylinder volume. If the forest
inventory is carried out in stands of all ages, then, to
avoid this trend, the population should be stratified in
different classes of tree form.
As far as we know, there have been no advances
after Gervorkiantz and Olsen (1955) regarding the
application of ratio estimates and their comparison with
other solutions obtained by the application of linear
regression in the adjustment of volumetric functions.
An interesting question was considered by the
authors to compare the accuracy of regression analysis
and ratio estimates by fitting volume equations, that
allowed us to formulate a new hypothesis to conduct this
study: “It is possible to obtain better volume estimates
if the form factor is only associated to the exponent of
the independent variable that presents higher correlation
with the stem volume”.
As the forest scientists are aware of, the researchers
Schumacher and Hall proposed a mathematical model
in which the form effect was associated with the three
coefficients that participate of the general volumetric
model, that is, to the circle-generating coefficient, to the
coefficient exponent of the diameter at breast height,
and to the exponent coefficient of height. In the present
proposal the form effect will be tested concentrated on
only each of these coefficients separately. Therefore, our
hypothesis assumes that if the diameter at breast height
shows a highest correlation with the form factor and with
the volume as the dependent variable, then if the form is
only associated with the power quadratic coefficient of the
diameter variable, such associated effect should result in the
best response to tree volume obtained by ratio estimate.
The main objective of the present work was to
obtain estimators for individual tree volume with greater
precision from models that potentiate the correlation
of independent variables with the dependent variable.
In the present work, this premise was evaluated with
the concentration of the form effect on only one of the
variables that integrate the volumetric model.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Dendrometric data source
The research was conducted in commercial
stands of black wattle (Acacia mearnsii De Wild) in
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the municipalities of Cristal, Encruzilhada do Sul and
Piratini, a region in which the plantations of the species
is concentrated in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
These regions are characterized concerning climate,
relief type, and soil in Mochiutti (2007).
The seedlings for planting were produced in seed
orchards from TANAC S.A./ TANAGRO S.A. company.
The planting was performed manually and during this
operation 50 g of NPK were added per plant. The plant
spacing was 3 m between rows and 1.75 m between
plants within rows.
The black wattle plantations did not need
additional cultural treatments. Cleaning was the only
sylvicultural activity carried out with the objective of
reducing the weed competition with the black wattle
seedlings during the first two years after planting. The
cleanings were carried out mechanically using a tractor
and an agricultural mowing.
The experiments were set out both in new areas
(first rotation), as well as in cutover area plantations
(second rotation). The soil preparation was performed
only in the planting row (minimum cultivation), using
a subsoiling with three rods 40 cm of depth and two
harrows in the ground.
Forest stands were sampled in a sequence of
ages after planting (Table I). Normally, the crop rotation
of black wattle ranges from 6 to 8 years. The sampling
conducted in this research covers the entire rotation,
including the stands with ages in excess of 8 years.
In each forest stand, trees were felled, and the
following characteristics were evaluated: diameter
TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics of sample data from black wattle
stands in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil..
Group
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Age
(years)
1.00
1.75
1.83
2.00
2.33
2.75
3.00
3.08
4.00
5.00
5.25
5.75
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
9.83
10.00
10.08
10.75
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00

(cm)
2.08
7.26
6.62
5.90
11.14
8.36
8.14
8.34
9.61
11.01
10.89
12.16
11.33
12.86
12.71
13.12
13.71
13.50
12.53
12.64
14.11
14.36
14.34
15.60

(m)
2.97
7.93
7.67
7.72
13.43
11.06
10.81
11.03
13.25
14.67
14.38
16.78
15.41
17.49
16.39
16.43
16.72
17.02
16.05
16.68
17.62
17.15
16.70
18.74
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(m³)
0.00112
0.01895
0.01615
0.01314
0.06941
0.03689
0.03817
0.03541
0.06287
0.07997
0.07902
0.11077
0.09296
0.13582
0.13018
0.14155
0.13756
0.15939
0.12138
0.11794
0.17977
0.18666
0.19281
0.24344

1.20
0.54
0.57
0.52
0.50
0.56
0.51
0.53
0.53
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.53
0.49
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.52
0.50
0.51
0.50
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at breast height, total height, and stem scaling. The
diameter at breast height – 1.3 m (d) was measured using
a dendrometric tape, and total height was measured
using a measuring tape.
The stem scaling was performed with Hohenadl’s
method using a dendrometric tape and the stem volume
(with bark) was obtained using Huber’s method, in
which the measurements were taken along the stem,
proportional to its total height at: 5%, 15%, 25%, 35%,
45%, 55%, 65%, 75%, 85% and 95% of it. The volume
was obtained as in [1], where: v = stem volume, in m3,
di= diameter taken in the middle of the section, in (m),
li= length of the section, in (m).
[1]
Sampling data is composed of 1,163 trees,
distributed in groups as shown in Table I, presented in
a supplementary file. A summary statistic of data and
correlations analysis between the variables was performed.
The three age groups were specified according
to the behavior of the form factor values, as presented
in Figure 1. The range of the groups were established
considering the intervals of stand ages, i.e., the first
group was composed of trees up to one year old, the
second group of trees from one year up to two years old,
and the third group of trees from 2 up to 14 years old.
The specified groups were integrated according
to the variation of form factors, as shown in Figure 1,
presented in a supplementary file. For small trees in the
sample (with heights ≤ 2 m), the stem volumes resulted
in values greater than the volumes of the cylinders taken
at 1.3 m above ground. Therefore, the results of the
form factors for these trees were greater than 1.

n

Conceptions for volume modeling by ratio estimate

70
59
56
13
48
47
12
68
13
114
60
50
70
77
36
32
51
48
57
62
56
40
16
8

It is assumed for modeling the stem volume in each
forest area: “the metric units of the independent variables
in the proposed models should be structured to express
the same metric unit of the dependent variable, because

FIGURE 1 Variation in form factors stratified by age groups in black
wattle stands, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
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the same volumetric units for both sides of the model will
provide better allometric relationship between them”.
If this assumption is strictly observed, it is very
easily verified that using the diameter at breast height
(d) and height (h) of trees, as variables to integrate the
volumetric model, in an isolated or combined manner,
should generate compatible results with those of the
dependent variable, i.e., shall be expressed in m³.
Consider the general model defined in [2], where:
v is stem volume in (m³), g is cross-sectional area of the
tree in (m2), d is diameter at breast height in (m), h is total
height in (m) and f is form factor.
[2]
In the first phase of our proposal, we should
decide how the form factor (f) will participate indirectly
in the model, i.e., it should be associated with only
one coefficient, once it is impracticable to obtain it
experimentally in all inventoried trees. This leads to the
formulation of the following models:
For model 1, specified in [3], the effects of the
constant and f are combined in the coefficient α1; for Model
2, specified in [4], the effects of f and the quadratic constant,
exponent of the variable d, are combined in α 2 ; and for
model 3, specified in [5], the effects of f and the unitary
constant, exponent of the variable h, are combined in α 3.
[3]
[4]
[5]
Note that model 1 was proposed by Spurr
(1952), who called it “constant form factor”; however,
at the time of its application to a data set, he proposed
a solution combining it with the logarithmic application,
i.e., the author added a coefficient as an exponent of the
combined variable (d2h)β to solve it by linear regression.
The theoretical concept presented for the
volumetric models is consistent for an individual tree,
whereas the volume calculation for different trees will
change if it includes the variability of the stem volume
in relation to the cylinder volume, i.e., the variability
inherent to the tree form.
As the coefficients α1 , α 2 , and α 3 vary between
trees, they will be considered as αji, where j stands for
the jth model and i for ith tree in each model; therefore,
we can obtain their probability distributions and evaluate
if they are normally distributed.
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING
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If we take the mean values of the variables used
in the models, the ratio means will be easily solved using
[6], [7] and [8], where Yv1, Yv 2 and Yv 3 are the means of
the stem volume in models 1, 2, and 3, respectively, X d h
is the mean of the variable d 2 h, X d is the mean of the
variable d, X h is the mean of the variable h and X d is the
mean of the variable d 2 .
2

2

[6]
[7]
[8]
If we consider the relationship of the tree stem
volume estimates as a function of a cylinder volume
multiplied by the form factor f in (2), then this estimator
will be a ratio with specific meaning, constituting one of
central goal of this study.
The inclusion of a coefficient to express the origin of
the model (β0) is not appropriate in the proposed modeling
by the authors, as it was assumed that the form factor,
which corrects the tree cylindrical volume to a real volume,
should be expressed by only one coefficient of the model.
Consequently, the ratio between the dependent and the
independent variable is the only possibility to ensure such an
assumption. Thus, this restrictive fact implies that modeling
it by ratio estimate is more appropriate than by regression.
To obtain estimates by the ratio method applied to
stem volume as the best linear estimate without trend,
two possibilities should be considered:
1) the variance of the volume estimate is
proportional to the independent variable xi obtained in
sample plots:

2) the variance of the volume estimate is proportional
to the square of the independent variable xi obtained in
sample plots, as presented by Cochran (1963):

Option 2 is not considered appropriate to
express the ratio of volumes, whereas experimental
results reported in the literature for this condition
occurred when the variable xi presented fixed growth
(Jessen et al., 1947), and this is not the case in this
model. As can be noted, option 1 is in fact a solution
in which the ratio estimator is identical to a weighted
no-intercept regression model, where the weight is
inversely proportional to x, which has been already used
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by Gervorkiantz and Olsen (1955) in the United States
for species in the Lake States.
The parametric ratio is then defined generically
as in [9], where: R j express generically the different
models, in which j = 1, 2, 3, i.e., α1 in model 1, α 2 in
model 2, and α 3 in model 3, and are parametric values.
[9]
Using small sample sizes, Rj only approximate the
true ratio values of the population and, in this case, produce
bias in its estimate (Cochran 1963). An alternative to enable
using ratio estimates is to take large samples in order to
reach a good approximation of the population parameters.
Our perception is that, in homogeneous forest areas, the
y
ratios x are nearly the same in all sample trees (small
variation); therefore, using them as defined in [6] to [8] will
provide precise volume estimation.
Applying this concept in [6] to [8], we obtain the
expressions presented in [10], [11] and [12]:

CERNE

coefficient α1 , so the form factor f is an average of sample
values and can be obtained as in [13]:
[13]
In the case of models 2 and 3, the form factor f can
be obtained from the coefficients α 2 and α 3 considering
the traditional formula to evaluate the volume (v1), as
well as that proposed in model 2 (v2) and in model 3 (v3),
assuming they produce equal results, i.e., v1 = v2 = v3.
Taking the first equality, we have:
[14]
Taking the second equality, we have:
[15]

i

i

[10]

Application of the proposed models
For modeling the stem volume, model 1 in [3],
model 2 in [4], and model 3 in [5], the solutions for α1,  
α 2, and α 3 formulated in [6], [7], and [8], from sample
data are presented in [16], [17], and [18], respectively.
[16]

[11]
[17]

[12]
Estimates of variances, absolute and relative
standard errors, confidence intervals and their relative
precision by ratio estimates can be found in Cochran
(1963) and Péllico Netto and Behling (2019).
In the case of the experiment presented here,
the mean variance is a function of the square of the
arithmetic mean, so it does not generate any problem in
this estimator, because, regardless of whether the mean
of transformed or untransformed data is taken, it will
always be positive. However, in the case of the standard
deviation, the value of the arithmetic mean being negative
generates incongruity in this estimator.
If the calculation procedure is to obtain the variance
of the mean and then take its square root, the standard
deviation will always be positive. Therefore, in order to
maintain consistency in obtaining the standard deviation,
it will be appropriate to take the absolute value of the
arithmetic mean of transformed sample data when Xi <1.
We highlight that, for model 1, y equals v and
x equals d 2 h. For model 2, y equals ln  π4vh  and x equals
 4v 
ln(d ), for model 3, y equals ln  π d  and x equals ln(h) ;
consequently the estimate of v for model 2 is given by
, and for model 3 is given by v = e
.
v=e

[18]

Comparison of the proposed models with the Schumacher-Hall model
A comparison of the proposed models was made
with the Schumacher-Hall model [y=ln(a)+b ln(d)+c ln(h)],
with d and h in meters. The fitting was carried out using the
ordinary least squares method. For the linearized SchumacherHall equation, this value was corrected applying Meyer’s index.
[19]
Considering the mean of the estimators, the form factor can be
obtained as in (19).
The comparison between the proposed models
and the Schumacher-Hall model was performed using
the statistics: bias, root mean squared error and adjusted
coefficient of determination, as discussed in Willmott and
Matsuura (2005) and Sanquetta et al. (2018).

2

 π 

ln  4  +α 2 ln( d ) + ln( h ) 
  


 π 

ln  4  + 2ln( d ) +α 3 ln( h ) 
  


RESULTS

Obtaining the form factor in models 1, 2, and 3

Summary statistics of data

As was noted, in the formalization of model 1, the
effects of the constant
and f are combined in the

A statistical summary of each group of variables: d, h,
v and f are presented in Table 2 and in Figure 2. Changes in

PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING.
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TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of sample data by group
from black wattle stands in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Group

Statistics

Average
Mean standard error
Median
Group 1
Standard error
Variance
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Mean standard error
Median
Standard error
Group 2
Variance
Minimum
Maximum
Average
Mean standard error
Median
Standard error
Group 3
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

d
(cm)
2.08
0.08
2.07
0.65
0.42
0.64
3.34
6.95
0.15
7.00
1.60
2.57
2.23
10.66
11.80
0.14
11.46
4.44
19.73
2.23
27.53

h
(m)
2.97
0.07
2.90
0.60
0.36
1.60
4.25
7.80
0.11
7.90
1.14
1.31
4.40
10.20
15.28
0.12
15.58
3.70
13.67
4.70
26.90

v
(m³)
0.001115
0.000070
0.000991
0.000584
0.000000
0.000175
0.002750
0.017588
0.000802
0.015858
0.008603
0.000074
0.001302
0.041275
0.108344
0.003267
0.081698
0.102156
0.010436
0.001241
0.709270

TABLE 3 Correlation matrix of the variables: d, h, v, f, d2 and
d2.h from black wattle stands in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil.

f
1.20010
0.08186
0.96831
0.68489
0.46907
0.68228
4.52600
0.55639
0.00639
0.54640
0.06852
0.00469
0.43205
0.95084
0.51343
0.00157
0.51165
0.04901
0.00240
0.29420
0.80367

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

h
v
2.
d h
d
f
h
v
d2.h
d
f
h
v
d2.h
d
ff

d
h
0.94
0.95 0.90
0.95 0.93
0.98 0.92
-0.77 -0.74
0.78
0.94 0.82
0.96 0.84
0.99 0.76
-0.51 -0.46
0.85
0.94 0.80
0.94 0.79
0.97 0.77
-0.39 -0.34

v

d2h

d

0.98
0.98
-0.59

0.99
-0.60

-0.66

0.97
0.96
-0.28

0.98
-0.46

-0.47

0.99
0.98
-0.28

0.99
-0.35

-0.37

the values of the central tendency and dispersion measures
for groups were detected. For example, f is more variable at
younger ages, while v is at more advanced ages.
The correlations for each group between the
variables: d, h, v, f, d2 and
are shown in Table 3 and
Figures 3, 4 and 5. All variables are correlated and the
intensities vary between groups; the weaker correlation
was observed with the variable f. Correlations between
d, v, and d2h are stable, while the others vary by group,
usually decreasing intensities at the older ages.

FIGURE 3 This plot shows the correlation among the variables
for group 1, positive correlations are blue, neutral are
yellow and negative are red. Where: V, d2h =d²h and
d2=d² *1000

FIGURE 2 Box-plot of the variables: f, v, d and h from black wattle
stands in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

FIGURE 4 This plot shows the correlation among the variables
for group 2, positive correlations are blue, neutral are
yellow and negative are red. Where: V, d2h =d²h and
d2=d² *100

PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING
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TABLE 5 Confidence intervals and precision for stem volume
using models 1, 2, and 3 in black wattle forest stands,
in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Group Model

1
2
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Volume (m³)
IC
± 6.06E-05
0.00112 ± 4.12E-04
± 8.25E-05
± 4.11E-04
0.01759 ± 1.13E-02
± 1.37E-03
± 1.07E-04
0.10834 ± 3,30E-02
± 5.96E-03

i
0.71920
1.97391
1.00907
4.24E-01
2.19493
7.22E-01
3.90E-01
2.20221
7.92E-01

Precision

IC
± 0.00051
± 0.00344
± 0.00069
± 4.41E-03
± 0,12153
± 1.47E-02
± 3.35E-03
± 1.03354
± 1.86E-01

5.44%
1.19%
8.94%
2.34%
0.50%
1.26%
0.75%
0.34%
0.43%

TABLE 6 Function to estimate the alpha values for each tree
as a function of the variable d, in black wattle forest
stands, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Group

FIGURE 5 This plot shows the correlation among the variables
for group 2, positive correlations are blue, neutral are
yellow and negative are red. Where: V, d2h =d²h and
d2=d² *100

1

Volume modeling by ratio estimate

2

In Table 4 the mean values of diameter at breast
height (d), height (h), stem volume (v), form factor (f) and
their combinations or transformations are presented, as
well as solutions for
,
, and
respectively, in
models 1, 2, and 3.
TABLE 4 Mean values of variables d2. h, d² and αi values for
three groups in black wattle stands, in the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil..
Group
1
2
3

(m³)
0.0016
0.0415
0.2778

(m²)
0.0005 1.20
0.0051 0.56
0.0159 0.51

0.71920
0.42406
0.39003

1.97391 1.00907
2.19493 0.72198
2.20221 0.79286

The results of confidence intervals and accuracies
obtained for models 1, 2, and 3 are presented in Table 5.
It was observed that the i values in all proposed
models presented overestimation of the stem volume in
larger diameter classes. To solve this problem, the authors
evaluated the possibility of establishing a function to estimate
the alpha values for each tree as a function of the variable d
and using these results to estimate the volume in the original
equations [3], [4], and [5]. This procedure was denominated
calibrated alpha ( ic). The fitted relationship was well
described by the functions presented Table 6, additionally,
presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8.
The best relationships were observed in model
2, denoting an interesting alternative to correct possible
systematic deviations in volume prediction, especially for trees
with larger diameters. In this case, the values of the coefficient
should be previously estimated and subsequently applied
in equation [4] to obtain the tree volumes.
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING.

3

Equation

R²

1c = 0.5432 d² - 2.8259 d + 4.2456,

R² = 0.8565

2c = -0.0456 d² + 0.3060 d + 1.5652

R² = 0.8629

3c = 0.6288 d² - 3.2629 d + 4.9875

R² = 0.8921

1c = 0.0027 d² - 0.0531 d + 0.6694

R² = 0.2978

2c = 0.0255 d + 2.0467

R² = 0.5831

3c = -0.0086 d + 0.7698

R² = 0.074

1c = -0.0034 d + 0.4429

R² = 0.1508

2c = 0.0171 d + 2.1153

R² = 0.7847

3c = 0.0017 d + 0.7292

R² = 0.0398

Volume modeling by regression analysis
The fitted Schumacher-Hall model is presented in
[20], [21], and [22], respectively for groups 1, 2, and 3,
where:
is the adjusted coefficient of determination
[20]
[21]
[22]

Comparison of the proposed models with the
Schumacher-Hall model
The relationships between the estimated and
observed values for the variable stem volume are
presented in Figures 9, 10 and 11, respectively for the
results observed in groups 1, 2, and 3. The residuals
for the variable volume obtained through models 1, 2,
and 3 were biased. Using model 2 and its calibrated alpha
( coefficient), it was possible to correct tendencies,
as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11, and obtain randomly
distributed residuals with calibrated alpha, as observed in
the Schumacher-Hall model.
Better predictions for the variable volume were
obtained using model 2 (with calibrated alpha ) and the
Schumacher-Hall model, results evidenced by the graphical
analysis of the previous figures. These models presented
similar performances in relation to the calculated statistics
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FIGURE 6 Relationships between the coefficients αi and the variable diameter at breast height obtained from models 1, 2, and 3, in black
wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, for the first group.

FIGURE 7 Relationships between the coefficients αi and the variable diameter at breast height obtained for models 1, 2, and 3, in black
wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, for the second group.

(Table 7), however, with slight superiority for model 2
(with corrected alpha) for all groups.
Solving the equations to obtain the mean form
factor, the results of models 1, 2, 3, and Schumacher-Hall
are presented in Table 8.
The variation of form factor in relation to the
variable d is presented in Figure 12 (supplementary file),
for the three groups.
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING

DISCUSSION
Summary statistics of data
The allometric relationships of black wattle tree
volumes varied according to age (Figures 3, 4 and 5),
which is not surprising, and this indicated the importance
of stratifying the data.
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FIGURE 8 Relationships between the coefficients αi and the variable diameter at breast height obtained for models 1, 2, and 3, in black
wattle stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, for the third group.
TABLE 7 Comparison between model 2 (with corrected alpha) and Schumacher-Hall model (SH), when modeling the variable stem
volume in black wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Statistics

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Model 2

SH

Model 2

SH

Model 2

SH

Bias

0.0000032

0.0000183

0.0000795

0.0000906

0.0004545

0.0000390

RMSE

0.0001287

0.0001531

0.0020519

0.0020392

0.0114507

0.0114622

R²

0.95124

0.93926

0.94276

0.94348

0.98744

0.99961

The correlation between volume and form factor was
greater with diameter than with height (Table III and Figures
3, 4 and 5), which supports the hypothesis formulated.

Volume modeling by ratio estimate
The use of allometric volume equations is
necessary because the method to assess the tree volume
is destructive. In this paper, three models were proposed
using the ratio estimate, in which the stem volume depends
on the measured variables d and h, and indirectly on the
form factor f, i.e., the effect of f was concentrated only
in one coefficient of the proposed models. The results
observed in the experiment of black wattle forests,
composed of trees of different ages, presented in model
2, using the calibrated
coefficient, are interesting
proposals for obtaining volumetric estimates. The analysis
of the evidences observed in the present research and
maintaining the focus on the general model in (2) allowed
us to confirm the hypothesis proposed in this study.
Ratio estimates applied for modeling stem volume
were first used by Gevorkiantz and Olsen (1955).
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING.

They have observed that for small or large trees such
estimates resulted in overestimation for young trees
and underestimation for older trees. The same problem
was found in this research (especially with large trees),
but we have proposed a solution to obtain appropriate
estimates for these extreme values using ratio estimates.
The coefficients presented variations as a function of
the forest stands’ age and the dimensions of the trees.
The ratio values 2 were smaller in young stands than
in older ones, i.e., they followed variations like those
occurring with the form factors, but in the inverse
manner. It was also observed that older stands, where
larger trees occur, presented smaller form factor values,
but larger values of 2.
It was observed complementarily that the
i
values in all proposed models presented overestimation
of the stem volume in larger diameter classes, as shown
in Figures 6, 7, and 8. This shows the importance of
calibration to obtain
values. It is important to identify
a method to detect these variations, using a model
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FIGURE 9 Estimated and observed values of the variable stem volume (v) for models 1 and 3, model 2 (with corrected alpha), and
Schumacher-Hall’s model obtained for the second group, in black wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Where: v̂ = estimated volume, v = observed volume, e=yi- ŷ i and d is the diameter at breast height

that contains an easily measured independent variable,
such as d. This could be achieved by taking the second
proposed model, since the
coefficient is strongly
correlated with the variable d. The fitted relationship was
well described by a parabola for the younger group with
TABLE 8 Results for mean form factor on trees from black
wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
Group
1
2
3

1.20
0.56
0.51

Model 1

Model 1

Model 1

Schumacher-Hall

0.92
0.54
0.50

1.11
0.59
0.65

1.01
0.56
0.57

1.03
0.55
0.46

PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING

R2 = 0.8629 and a straight line for groups 2 and 3 with
R2 = 0.5831 and R2 = 0.7847, respectively, as shown in
Table 10. The new estimation of stem volume performed
with
obtained from the fitted equations as function
of the variable d (calibrated
), showed unbiased
estimations, as presented in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
Why have we selected the ratio
to be
calibrated as a function of the variable d? It is well known
that for establishing a functional relationship of stem
volume with other variables taken on the tree, d2 is first
used, because this is the most expressive and correlated
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FIGURE 10 Estimated and observed values of the variable stem volume (v) for models 1 and 3, model 2 (with corrected alpha), and
Schumacher-Hall’s model obtained for the second group, in black wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
Where: v̂ = estimated volume, v = observed volume, e=yi-ŷi and d = diameter at breast height.

variable to estimate volume. As the ratio
was
intentionally included to aggregate the interaction effect
of the form factor with the exponent 2 of the variable d,
therefore it should maintain equally high correlation with
this variable.
The main point in this method consists in allowing the
calibration of the volume models through non-destructive
measures or, if necessary, by sampling a few trees to evaluate
the volume and other characteristics of interest (d and h).
The quality of estimates is dependent on variations occurring
between sites that affect volume allometric relationships.
Identifying how these variations occur is obviously a
challenge, but it is an interesting way to obtain more accurate
estimates. In these circumstances, modeling
coefficient
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING.

of model 2 as a function of the variable d is an appropriate
solution for this purpose. Moreover, the effect of density,
competition, and site quality can influence the diameter
expression, hence, the importance of these estimates to be
made by the ratio method.
Models 1 and 3 also presented good results, but
the ratios α1 and α3 did not produce unbiased distribution
of the residuals for estimated and observed values of the
variable stem volume (v), when compared with model 2.
Therefore, we recommend the model 2.
In Gevorkiantz and Olsen’s work (1955) there is
an average form factor, but in our work the form effect
was incorporated into one of the coefficients of the
model as an exponent (model 2), so conceptually we
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FIGURE 11 Estimated and observed values of the variable stem volume (v) for models 1 and 3, model 2 (with corrected alpha), and
Schumacher-Hall’s model obtained for the third group, in black wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Where:
v ̂ = estimated volume, v = observed volume, e=yi-ŷi and d = diameter at breast height.

have an effect inversely proportional to the size of each
tree. Model 2 is better than 3, because the form factor is
more correlated with d than with h.

Volume modeling by regression analysis
During the last century, the topic of stem
volume was evaluated in many papers, especially with
the purpose of finding easy and accurate methods to
estimate this important dendrometric variable. Many
volumetric equations have been proposed and most of
them are composed of the variables d and h, included
mostly in a combined or transformed manner. More
complex applications also consider other variables of the
forest stand, such as dominant height and density.
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING

Even though researchers normally test wellknown volume models, the Schumacher-Hall model, in
general, presents the best fitting, because of its strong
efficiency from combining the d and h variables to
approximate the same metric of the dependent variable
(stem volume). This is found in the literature around the
world (Fonweban et al., 2012; Lo and Lin, 2013; Cecilia
et al., 2014; Uvilla et al., 2014; McRoberts et al., 2015;
Vibrans et al., 2015; Fernandes, 2017; Miguel et al., 2017).
For this reason, we decided to use it as a reference to
compare the results obtained from the proposed ratio
estimate models in this paper.

Comparison of the proposed models with the
Schumacher-Hall model
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FIGURE 12 Variation of form factor in relation to the variable d observed in black wattle forest stands, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

The effectiveness of the proposed models,
especially model 2, were compared with the results
obtained from the traditional Schumacher-Hall model,
which has shown a slightly lower performance regarding
the resulting statistics.
Ratio estimates may contribute to reducing
the costs of the forest inventory. It is known that the
coefficients obtained through the ratio method are
dependent only on the average of the dependent and
independent variables. Therefore, the measurement only
of the trees that occur in the class where the arithmetic
mean is found, would provide largely the reduction of
the tree sample size and, consequently, the costs.
From the settings of models 1, 2, and 3 by the
ratio method it was possible to confirm the formulated
hypothesis that it is possible to concentrate the form
effect in just one coefficient of the proposed mathematical
models for obtaining tree volumes. It is a simple model,
resulting in unbiased estimates of the residuals and it is
as good as or even better than those models fitted using
regression analysis.
By analyzing the variation of different theoretical
models already proposed, it can be stated that the addition
of combined variables achieves better estimators for the
coefficient of determination, when adjusting them by
linear regression. Additionally, authors have included other
variables complementary to diameter at breast height (d)
and height of the tree (h), attempting to better detect the
form effect, although they were aware of the difficulty in
measuring such variables and extra time required to carry
out the field work in the forest inventory.
PÉLLICO NETTO AND BEHLING.

It is important to emphasize that, despite all the
theoretical attempts to get the best possible quality of tree
volume estimates, the models of Schumacher-Hall and
“combined variable” of Spurr have generally presented
the most accurate results, solved by regression analysis.
In Spurr’s combined variable model, he associated
the form factor and the constant π/4 to become the
angular coefficient of his model; however, he had
proposed to solve it by regression analysis introducing
an intercept coefficient to the model. In this work, we
propose to solve it by ratio estimate.
In the Schumacher-Hall model, they allowed
the form factor to be associated partially to the tree
coefficients in (2), i.e., to the constant π/4, to the
exponent of the diameter and to the exponent of the
height and solved it by regression analysis. In this work,
we proposed identifying two alternative models, in
which the form factor was associated to the exponent of
the variable d or to the exponent of the variable h, and
we solve them by ratio estimates.

CONCLUSION
In the conducted experiment, the best results
were achieved using the model in which the form factor
was associated to the exponent of the diameter variable,
owing to the high correlation between them as well as
between the diameter and volume.
In the proposed ratio models, the metric units of
the independent variables were structured to express
the same metric unit of the dependent variable, especially
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for model 2, and provided better allometric relationship
between them.
Volume estimates obtained by ratio are almost
always slightly more accurate when compared
to those obtained by the traditional model of
Schumacher-Hall adjusted by regression analysis.
Therefore, we recommend the application of model
2 fitted by ratio estimate.

HOHENADL, W. Der aufbau der baumschafte. Forstwiss Cbl,
v. 44, p. 17-18, 1924.
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